JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY TRANSPORTATION
BUS AND SHUTTLE DELAYED-OPENING OPERATION PLAN
revised December 2019

IF THE UNIVERSITY OPENS AT 10am:

- **Homewood-Peabody-JHMI**: buses will follow the published Delayed Opening Timetable, with all listed departures occurring as shown.

- **Keswick-Homewood-Eastern-JHMI**: Local service will commence with the 9am departure from Keswick. Morning Express service will occur exactly two hours later than the published runs. Afternoon Express service will remain as normal.

- **Remington**: service will commence with the 940am departure from Mason Hall.

- **Homewood-Bayview Express**: service will commence with the 900am departure from MSE.

- **Homewood-Mt Washington Express**: service will commence with the 910am departure from Mason Hall.

- **Homewood-Carey Business School Express**: 755am departure from Mason Hall will be rescheduled for 925am. Remainder of schedule will remain unchanged.

IF THE UNIVERSITY OPENS AT 12pm:

- **Homewood-Peabody-JHMI**: buses will follow the published Delayed Opening Timetable, with the first Northbound departure occurring at 1020am and the first Southbound departure occurring at 1045am.

- **Keswick-Homewood-Eastern-JHMI**: Local service will commence with the 11am departure from Keswick. Morning Express service will occur exactly four hours later than the published runs. Afternoon Express service will remain as normal.

- **Remington**: service will commence with the 1140am departure from Mason Hall.

- **Homewood-Bayview Express**: service will commence with the 1030am departure from MSE.

- **Homewood-Mt Washington Express**: service will commence with the 1110am departure from Mason Hall.

- **Homewood-Carey Business School Express**: 755am departure from Mason Hall will be rescheduled for 1125am. Remainder of schedule will remain unchanged.

IF THE UNIVERSITY CLOSES:

- ALL University bus and shuttle services are suspended until further notice.